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Gentlemen’s Agreement (Elia Kazan, 1947) and Crash (Paul Haggis, 2004) 

 
Two films about racism. And yet more evidence that movies are much better now than they 

were half a century ago. 

 Not that there aren’t some bold and interesting things in Gentlemen’s Agreement. There’s 

the secretary who’s kept her own Jewishness hidden, and who, prejudiced herself against 

Jews, warns Gregory Peck never to hire any. There’s the remarkable scene with the Einstein 

figure, played by Sam (Gunga Din) Jaffe, who says casually that not only is there no such 

thing as a Jewish type, but that in fact there’s no such thing as a Jew – Jews are cultural 

artefacts, created because we need them. 

 

 
 
 The scene at the hotel check-in, where Peck is asked whether he’s enquiring about a 

policy of selection because he is a Jew, or because he just wants to make sure they don’t 

allow any there, has been mocked, as if all there was at stake was a person’s ability to stay at 

a posh holiday inn which only two percent of the population could afford in the first place. 

But the scene still shocks, partly because the check-in clerk is played so well. 

 However, the movie treats racial prejudice as if it could be legislated away, or as if folks 

could overcome it with better manners, more forethought, and a stricter code of behaviour. 

The length of time it takes brilliant journalist Peck to work out that what he has to do is what 

he’s done on all his previous assignments – live as one of his own subjects – is foolish. The 

part of the plot involving Dorothy McGuire as the posh young lady whose unacknowledged 

anti-Semitism almost wrecks her affair with Peck is soft-pedalled and under-explored. 

 And of course there isn’t a single black anywhere in sight. This is a white-on-white issue, 

and can be overcome in a civilised way. 

 

 
 

Crash portrays racism as part of the air we breathe. It’s sickening and elevating by turns. It 

rubs our faces in the problem, and forces us to see ourselves in it. It shows minor issues 

becoming major ones because of the two people involved one is white and the other black, or 
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one is European and the other Asian. A black TV director has to re-shoot a scene because the 

white producer doesn’t like the way a black actor has re-written a line, making it sound less 

Afro-American. A black police captain tells a white patrolman that he can’t act against 

another white patrolman, who’s racist, because it would call his managerial skills in question 

if it was proved that one of his squad was racist. The racist cop is falling apart with stress 

because his dad seems to have prostate trouble. He phones the health centre, gets nowhere, 

and is abusive. He goes to the health centre to plead his dad’s case. The supervisor is black … 

he gets nowhere, only worse. 

 Iranians are called Arabs, Koreans are called Chinamen. 

 A black locksmith is fixing the locks on a house which has just been burgled. The white 

woman of the house demands – within the locksmith’s hearing – that the locks be changed 

again because he’s black and must therefore be in a gang, is bound to keep a copy of the key, 

and will burgle them again. 

 Some moments are over-cute. Two blacks are walking along a mainly white street; one 

seems acting paranoid about the casual racism he says he sees all around. Suddenly the other 

asks why, in that case, they’re aren’t scared. “Because we have guns?” says the first, and they 

steal a car. The scene where the despairing Iranian store-owner goes to shoot the locksmith, 

who evidence has ruined his insurance claim, and fires his gun just as the locksmith’s little 

girl jumps into her daddy’s arms and seems to have taken the bullet … (oh, watch it yourself) 

… looks at first to be Disney, then looks like magic realism, or even divine intervention: until 

about twenty minutes later, when we see, in a different scene, what sort the bullets were. It’s a 

con, but it still churns you up. 

 The bit where the white cop saves the black TV producer from his own suicidal obsession 

is, on the other hand, one of the most genuinely moving things I remember on screen. 

 The plot derives from Magnolias, in that everyone relates finally to everyone else, 

rendering the way some of them treat others en route look sick. But it has twists and turns and 

horrible ironies that Magnolias lacks. I thought towards the end it was going to rain frogs, but 

it turns out to be extremely rare Los Angeles snow. 

 An amazing ensemble achievement. 


